Vacation Bible School 2020 – Craft Week 3
Jesus’ power helps us be bold

GATHER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Scissors
Gluestick or bottle of glue
Duct tape
Ruler
Pencil
Gift wrapping paper or gift bag – two different kinds
Clear tape
Stiff thin material like a fudgsicle box (or the back of the cereal box from last
week’s craft) or thin box from amazon delivery or mail at least the size of a
regular sheet of paper
9. Crayons and markers

INSTRUCTIONS
Print
1. 1 copy of the megaphone template
2. 1 copy of the sheet with the other things for decorating the megaphone
Get the megaphone ready
1. Use the ruler to make a line down the center of the megaphone
a. Place the ruler at the ends of the big curve and make a light line at the 5”
mark up from the ruler
b. Place the ruler at the ends of the small curve and make a light line at the
1-1/2” mark up from the ruler
c. Line up the ruler with the two marks that you made and make a light line
through the center of the megaphone.
2. Use scissors to cut out the megaphone and the items on the other sheet
3. Turn the megaphone so that the handle is pointing down
4. Leave some space under the line that you drew and write the words “I will
proclaim” – make sure there is enough space below to paste the Jesus letters
5. Color the megaphone from the handle to the dotted line and set aside
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Get the Jesus letters ready
1. Cut a small strip of one of the gift wrapping paper
2. Put glue on the FRONT SIDE of the letters (the way you read)
3. Flip the wrapping paper to the back side (the plain side or the inside)
4. Paste the letters to the wrapping paper – it should be backwards!
5. Cut the letters out – when you turn the letters to the outside of the wrapping
paper, all the letters should be in the correct direction to read
OPTIONAL STEPS (6-8) – Do these steps to make the Jesus letters stand out a little
more on your megaphone
6. Cut a 6” strip of duct tape, fold it over so that the ends meet, and press it down
(make as many of these strips as you need to paste the letters on)
7. Paste the letters onto the strips
8. Cut the letters out and set them aside

Get the psalm ready
1. Paste the psalm to the bottom flap of the fudgsicle box
2. Cut it out with a little border color and set aside

Get the cross and the fish ready
1. Color the cross
2. Color the fish, set them both aside
Make the megaphone fringe
1. Measure and cut a 12” x 1” piece from the second gift wrapping paper
2. Make small close cuts 1/2” deep down the 12” length
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Decorate the megaphone with the letters, cross, psalm, and fish
1. Turn the megaphone so the handle is pointing down (The words I will proclaim
will be right side up)
2. Paste the Jesus letters below the written words
3. Turn the megaphone so that the small curve is pointing down
4. Paste the cross centered on the line that you drew
5. Turn the megaphone so that the dotted line side is pointing down
6. Paste the psalm and the fish in the open space

Roll the megaphone
1. Pre-roll the megaphone so that you see where the edge will meet and where to
glue
2. Add glue to the flap past the dotted line – the uncolored part
3. Make the cone shape and press the edges
4. Put some clear tape at the seam to hold it
5. Bend the handle out
6. (OPTIONAL) Paste a little piece of paper on the other side of the handle that has
the fudgsicle box words still showing
7. Paste the uncut part of the fringe on the gray edge of the megaphone.
YOU’RE DONE! Our faith is not just us learning who Jesus is and being His friend but
being excited about telling others who He is and helping them to become His friend too.
Use your megaphone to tell someone “Jesus loves you!”

He gives power to the weak
and strength to the powerless.
– Isaiah 40:29

